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     The present volume is based on two workshops: “IHPST, Paris - CAPE, Kyoto 
philosophy of biology workshop”, held in Kyoto, Japan, November 4-5, 2012, and 
“CAPE philosophy of animal minds workshop”, held also in Kyoto, Japan, January 6, 
2013. This volume consists of two parts, each of which is devoted respectively to these 
workshops. Although the discussions are not often fully developed for the sake of space, 
the topics discussed are diverse and evocative, and so we hope that readers would enjoy 
the volume.     
     A lot of people helped arrange the conference and edit this volume. Thanks to Tetsuji 
Iseda, Daisuke Kaida, Yuichi Amitani, Pierre-Alain Braillard, Kumiko Mizobuchi, 
Masahiko Rokuyama, and Yoshinari Yoshida for their generous help to make the 
workshop go smoothly and without any troubles. Also special thanks to Yoshinari for his 
careful editing. Without his help, the volume should be much shabbier. Finally, we thank 
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